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Overview

IMPORTANT LINKS

● Website: Nillion

● Twitter: Nillion (@nillionnetwork) - Twitter

● Linkedin: linkedin.com/company/nillionnetwork

● Discord: Nillion - Community Discord

● Crunchbase: Nillion - Crunchbase Company Profile & Funding

● Youtube: Nillion - YouTube

● Telegram Chat: Nillion - Community Chat

● Telegram Announcements: Nillion - Official Announcements

WHITEPAPER // PITCH DECK

● Whitepaper: nillion.docsend.com/view/zbij887cca9pznf8

● Q&A: nillion.docsend.com/view/qpmnn7g39iyy4uz9

● One Pager: nillion.docsend.com/view/8nyuynnijsc2959c

CATEGORY // GENRE

Infrastructure Project - Nillion is a crypto non-blockchain layer and more specifically, a

decentralized secure storage and computing network for web2 and web3 use cases.

TARGET AUDIENCE

Mutli-sector applicability, ranging from private (government/business institutions, etc) to public

(consumer/retail) sectors.

Regarding blockchain networks, Nillion serves all existing blockchain protocols

(noncompetitively) by enhancing the speed and scalability of each network while also providing

blockchain users with unique privacy-focused use cases.  Outside of the blockchain/web3

space, Nillion can be also used as a privacy-centric storage solution for businesses, consumers,

and governments (attracting a broad range of different users with different needs).
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BLOCKCHAIN

The Nillion token will start out on the Ethereum blockchain using the ERC-20 standard.

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE(S)

Nillion will utilize its own programming language called ‘’Nada’’ and support additional

languages such as solidity in the future.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Nillion is the first fully decentralized, trustless, and permissionless multi-party computing

network that can fundamentally change how blockchains, governments, consumers, and

institutions store, authenticate, and interact with data. Blockchain technology has many

shortcomings, one of which Nillion aims to solve through their novel mathematical breakthrough

called Nil message compute (NMC).

These node networks serve as a secure, decentralized, private, chain agnostic processing layer

looking to enhance existing blockchains and solve the blockchain trilemma, while

simultaneously serving as a public utility provider for web2 and web3-based entities.

Simultaneous with the conceptualization of the blockchain, a sibling technology called Secure

Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) was developed. SMPC is a cryptographic protocol that

distributes an algorithm across multiple parties where no individual party can see the other

parties’ data, thus creating an Information-Theoretic Security (ITS) cryptosystem. ITS is the

highest level of data security possible, and is unbreakable, even with the use of quantum

computers. Despite these advancements, SMPC has not been mass adopted due to its

performance constraints. A single transaction can take multiple hours, or even days, to finalize.

Nillion solves the performance problem of SMPC with the creation of NMC. Nillion is not a

traditional blockchain or a traditional SMPC protocol.  With NMC, Nillion allows for fast (near

client server speed), scalable, interoperable (chain agnostic), private, secure (ITS), and

permissionless decentralized information storage and computation.
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How SMPC Works

The Problem: SMPC is not commercially viable

Simple computation with SMPC can take hours of computation time
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The Solution: NMC innovation is commercially viable

Nodes do NOT need to message each other to run computations

USE CASES

● Authentication service

● Storage and computation of data

● Multichain wallets

● Sidechain for blockchains (scaling and adding security)

● DAO tools

● Private smart contracts

● Soulbound tokens

● Digitization of bank guarantees

*Note: This is a fraction of the possible applications with the Nillion network.
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Tokenomics & Investment

TOKEN INFO

Token Name: Nillion

Symbol: NIL

Blockchain: Ethereum

Nillion’s native token is the NIL token. NIL tokens will be used to:

● Access the network and use various Nillion Services

● Align economic incentives and node cooperation through staking

● Incentivize nodes to maintain high performance and uptime

● Governance

TOKENOMICS

No detailed information as of 06/30/22.  The team will release a tokenomics-focused paper

outlining the mechanics.

INVESTMENT INFORMATION

TBA

FUNDRAISING HISTORY

No fundraising history

CURRENT PHASE

Seed round
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Roadmap
Nillion network development will be multiphasic, with each subsequent phase adding additional

functionality to its network capabilities.

Phase 1: The Fort Knox of the Metaverse

This phasic approach enables the creation of applications to secure valuable digital data for

web2 and web3 entities. The unique feature is how individuals/companies/governments can

manipulate data in an unrecognizable state with the option of adding security measures (i.e.

biometric information, geological data, or password/pins).

Phase 2: The Meta Layer for the Blockchain

Nillion will be able to act as a layer on top of blockchains. Use cases range from being a

sidechain to enabling cross-chain solutions, to offering privacy as a service, and many more.

Nillion does not intend to compete with any chains/protocols; instead, they are focused on

synergistically working with them while using their network and users.
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Phase 3: The Universal Decentralized Secure Processing Layer

The ultimate goal for the Nillion Network is to become the default layer for secure processing.

This opens up a world for new use cases and industries: storage of medical reports, private

payment processing, government use for critical security data, etc.
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The Technology
NMC is based on the SMPC cryptographic protocol. The main difference is that in

SMPC, a cryptographic primitive called Shamir Secret Sharing performs all functions - from

ensuring correctness to working with <¹⁄� bad actors and security. NMC addresses this problem

of centralization by splitting tasks into two primitives: Shamir Secret Sharing and One Time

Masking.

Shamir Secret Sharing has the ability to work in the presence of bad actors while One Time

Masking ensures correctness without the need to exchange information between nodes. Both

achieve Information Theoretical Security (ITS), making it unhackable no matter the

computational power and time.

By working together, these primitives solve the problem of correctness (the ability to work with

<¹⁄� bad actors) and security efficiently, with speeds 1 billion times faster than SMPC.
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SCALABILITY

Nillion achieves scalability by splitting the work into two technologies: Shamir Secret Sharing

and One-time masking. Nodes on the network do not exchange information - meaning rapid

consensus. Computation happens at about the same speed/time as a centralized client-server

transaction.
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SECURITY

Nillion achieves security through information-Theoretic Security (ITS). This is the highest level of

security because attackers will never have enough information to break the system. In most

standard encryption protocols, hackers have the ability to decrypt information given enough

time and computational power. This exploit of traditional security encryption is a result of the

underlying math based solely on large prime numbers.

A simple analogy is that encryption is akin to a paper document stored in a safe. No matter the

security of the safe, there is always one combination that unlocks it. And with enough time and

effort, the combination to the safe will eventually be cracked. With ITS, you burn the document

and the ashes are stored in multiple safes. The end result is that there is no method for full

restoration of the original document.

DECENTRALIZATION

Through the use of nodes, the Nillion Network will be highly decentralized and secure. There is

no reliance on a centralized authority. Nodes do not need to exchange messages to reach

consensus and can do so in the presence of bad actors (instant consensus).
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Socials & Marketing

TWITTER

Nillion has 5.6K followers. The Twitter account is very active with frequent postings. However,

follower engagement is low. This is fairly typical of early-stage projects. To note, Twitter has a

reputation for small engagement rates.

YOUTUBE

The channel has 490 subscribers, but there is great interest in their content as they already have

a total of 8000 views on their videos.

TELEGRAM

The group has 1.5K members. The engagement rate is low and likely due to the same factors

noted above for their Twitter and Youtube accounts.

DISCORD

Nillion has 3K members in their discord. Community engagement is exceptionally active due to

the creation of numerous social activities like AMA’s, quizzes, and special events (Nillion

medals).
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Growth & Scalability

Key strategies identified and in deployment

1. Establishment of strategic partnerships that are able to: connect with initial customers

and relevant media/PR/influencers, aid in the creation of sound tokenomics, attract

entrepreneurs, and help with the process of hiring and expanding the community.

2. Developer recruitment is needed in order to strengthen the network infrastructure before

any mass adoption can be realized.  The plan is to provide developers with a standard

library of code, a runtime virtual machine to test their services, and a compiler to convert

the code.  The team is also developing the initial services to kick-start the usage of the

network.

3. Publishing initial protocols/services/information on social media and communities in

order to attract the first users to the network.
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Team
Dr Miguel de Vega | Co-Founder and Chief Scientific Officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/migueldevega

Dr. Miguel de Vega Rodrigo holds a PhD in machine learning from the Université Libre de

Bruxelles and a Masters in engineering from the Madrid Polytechnic University. Miguel worked

as an IT consultant (7 years) for two of the world’s largest IT Companies (Nokia and Siemens),

and has successfully filed over 30 global patents (where his earliest patents continue to govern

the flow of data packets between the transatlantic internet cables), worked at various other

companies, and co-founded 4 startups.

Andrew Masanto | Chief Strategy Officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrewmasanto/

Andrew was the chief marketing officer for two of the top cryptocurrencies (Hedera Hashgraph

and Reserve). Prior to Nillion, Andrew founded Higher Click SEO Company, a professional SEO

and PPC management company that provided internet marketing services to blue chip clients

such as Atari, Macy's, and Athlon Sports. Andrew has advised and spoken on the topic of

internet marketing at Harvard Business School and Oxford University, worked as a lawyer at

Linklaters, and was an investment banking analyst at Rothschild.

Alex Page | Chief Executive Officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexdpage/

Alex was Hedera Hashgraph SPV General Partner. Prior to that, he founded Flag First Capital

which is an alternative asset investment fund and provides financial & managerial consulting

services.  He also co-founded two other companies: Weekday Warriors and Sports food nutrition

and worked for Goldman Sachs in the special situation group.

Rob Leslie | Co-Founder and President

https://www.linkedin.com/in/roblesliesedicii

Rob founded Sedicii in 2013. Sedicii is creating the world's first distributed, public utility to

facilitate the storage and processing of all forms of data without the need to expose or share it.
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Prior to that role, he co-founded Kyckr in 2007 (listed on the Australian Stock Exchange in 2016).

Rob was part of the original management team at Dell with almost 300 employees and $300M

turnover in its first 4 years. Rob is convinced that the next wave of digital transformation will be

through secure decentralized data collaborations which McKinsey believes could unlock up to

$2T in new economic value where NMC will be at the core of this new value creation.

Conrad Whelan | Founding Chief Technical Officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/conradwhelan

In addition to being the current CTO of Nillion, Conrad is also a founding partner at Spirit River

Atlas (Angel Investing Vehicle), board member at PK Sound (Advanced Loudspeaker Systems)

and Executive at Hodgee Films Inc (a full-service production company that specializes in

comedy and pop culture documentaries). Prior to that he was an advisor for Neurocast (using

data to improve the treatment of MS and other neurological disorders in pseudo-real time),

president of Conrad Inc (setting the course for Conrad Inc’s contribution to the world in the

coming years), and was the founding engineer of Uber.

Andrew Yeoh | Founding Chief Marketing Officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrewyeoh

Andrew Yeoh is the founding chief marketing officer for Nillion and also SPV general partner for

Hedera Hashgraph (7.5 years). He has a background in sports nutrition (3.5 years) and

experience as an investment banking analyst for Rothschild (2 years) and UBS (1 year).

Mark McDermott | Head of Operations and Ecosystem

https://www.linkedin.com/in/promack/

Prior to working for Nillion, Mark was ex Innovation for Nike, founder and CEO of GoShow

(digital media platform), Global Product Architect (an end-to-end claims management provider),

Chief Strategy Officer for Aurorastone Jewellery, product manager for River Island and Ralph

Lauren, and Senior product planner for Mr. Price apparel. He also has a background in

professional snowboarding and investment banking.
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Nick Ruan

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nick-ruan-09293055/

Prior to working for Nillion, Nick Ruan advised Legend Corporation and Allier Capital on the

subject of mergers and acquisitions. He was also an associate at the Commonwealth Bank in

the department of client advisory services and was an investment analyst at Mercer

Investments.

NOTABLE BACKERS - None. Nillion is in its early phases and has not yet appointed advisors.
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Thesis // Summary
The main thesis of this project is how it solves The Blockchain Trilemma. The Blockchain

Trilemma refers to a widely held belief that decentralized networks can only provide two of three

benefits at any given time with respect to decentralization, security, and scalability. Blockchain

technology decentralized money, but there hasn’t been a way to decentralize computation and

data storage. Nillion has found a novel method to solve this by combining their technology with

blockchain via Nil Message Compute (NMC).

NMC is a mathematical innovation that allows nodes in a permissionless, decentralized network

to compute information in a secure manner without having to send messages to one another.

And unlike blockchain, Network nodes are not tasked with storing transaction data on a ledger.

NMC takes data, transforms/particlizes it (non-encryption), and distributes the particles across

a network of nodes. The nodes can store or run computations on those particles and return the

results to the desired end-point for reconstruction. These nodes are blind to whatever they are

computing and can accomplish this task at near client-server speed due to the lack of inter-node

messaging (unique to NMC).

FACTORS TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION

● Usage and adoption of crypto technology will continue to grow and the inherent

problems of this technology (speed, security, privacy) will continue to be a pain point.

● Combining Nillion with blockchain technology would allow for sensitive information like

transaction data and balances to be private.

● Transactions performed on the Nillion network operate at extremely fast speeds

because the Nillion nodes are not required to exchange messages to process any

computations.

● Nillion technology is ITS, the highest level of security possible.

● Strong, experienced team with relevant experience.
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● Nillion technology is a threat to many crypto projects dealing with privacy, storage, and

speed because it fundamentally changes how interacting in those areas is viewed

(making competitor technologies obsolete and outdated).

● In addition to Nada, Developers will also be able to utilize other languages like Solidity in

the future (allowing for the onboarding of more developers).

● Any business in privacy and data solutions can benefit from this technology (not limited

to crypto only).

RISK FACTORS

● No detailed information on their tokenomics and no release date for their token.

● No information regarding software and hardware setup of Nillion Nodes.

● Unknown market plan to promote this technology.

● Susceptibility to a Sybil attack is possible (despite a very low risk). For this to work an

entity would need to set up multiple nodes, while pretending to be different entities. The

entity must be in control of a requisite percentage of full nodes to potentially reveal data.

They counter this by 1) having to enroll before being able to run a full node (which gets

monitored by the DAO) and 2) being required to stake NIL tokens. This is not only

unfeasible for bad actors as the network scales, but also in cases of bad behavior where

tokens are slashed for sending bad data.

● Corruption with multiple bad actors. The risk of something like this happening drastically

reduces with the increase in the number of nodes running in the network.

● A major factor in the success of this project is for Nillion to be adopted/integrated by the

big blockchains (as most of these chains need privacy and/or scaling layer).

● Nillion needs to attract enough developers who are willing to build on top of it to expand

the use cases and attract a wider range of users.

● There is a possibility that government-imposed regulations may hinder and impact the

adoption of this technology.

● No Investors or well-known backers are known at this time.
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

Directly, there are no known competitors for Nillion. No other blockchain has solved the

Blockchain Trilemma. Traditional SMPCs are not utilized in blockchain protocols because they

are too slow to be used in mainstream use cases. Nillion is fundamentally different from a

traditional SMPC in its ability to solve the problem with the Blockchain Trilemma.

Nillion indirectly competes with a number of known crypto projects such as: Partisia,

ARPA, THORchain, Chainflip, Fireblocks, Keep, Gnosis, Synapse, IPFS, Filecoin, Arweave, Qredo,

Nym, and private blockchains (ZCash, Monero, etc), Secret, etc.
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Researcher Opinions

Farzan | Sr. Research Analyst

Nillion’s veteran team and innovative technology strategically

positions them to be one of the next leading blockchain protocols.

Of great interest is how this key technological advancement will

impact future web2 adoption and expansion of use cases,

especially with corporate web2 security and encryption. Despite

minor concerns, Nillion’s NMC (Nil Message Compute) has the

potential to revolutionize not only the cryptocurrency space but

the entire blockchain landscape.

Jess | Lead Analyst

One of the most compelling projects reviewed to date. Nillion

solves a three-decade-old problem, fundamentally changing how

security, speed, and computations are viewed from a blockchain

perspective. The applications for this technology are immense

and very applicable in terms of mainstream adoption. However,

thus far, everything is theoretical, and there is no evidence of a

working proof of concept. Other considerations: the marketing

and outreach are severely lacking, absence of tokenomics data,

and the absence of information on node architecture. Government

regulation of this technology is another primary concern, as it

impacts government security and access to data.

RESEARCH CREDITS

● Scout: Tony    // L1 Researcher: Farzan, Jesse // L2 Researcher: Jess

● Peer Review: Jess, Andy
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Get in Touch
Hear more about how vVv can help you, reach out to learn more.

Andreas Pensold | Chief Research Officer

andy@vvv.fund

linkedin.com/in/andreaspensold

Sean Marcel | Chief Executive Officer

ceo@vvv.fund

linkedin.com/in/vvvsean

Or come say hello to us on Discord to see how we work.
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